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SCIENCE

Reprinted from
April 26, 1968, Vol. 160, pages 413-415

Dating Works of Art through Their Natural Radioactivity:
Improvements and Applications
Bernard Keisch

"Boy Smoking," a painting by an unknown artist in the style of Hals. A
method of discerning between old and
modem white lead has objectively
confirmed the 20th-century origin of
this painting and others which at one
time were falsely attributed to old
masters and so purchased. See page
413. [Courtesy of Groninger Museum
voor Stad en Lande, Groningen,
Netherlands]

Dating Works of Art through Their Natural
Radioactivity: Improvements and Applications
Abstract. The method for approximately dating white lead, which is based
upon the decay of lead-2 JO present in recently refined lead, has been modified
to circumvent potential interferences. The modified method has been applied to
additional samples of known age and finds increased utility through special
treatment of the obtained data. The method was also successfully applied to a
number of interesting problems of authentication.
A method (1) for determining whether lead-bearing materials in works of art
have been manufactured during the last
century is based upon the natural radioactivity in such materials. This method
depends upon the disruption, during the
extraction of lead from its ore, of the
radioactive equilibrium between lead210 which has a half-life of 22 years.
and radium-226 which has one of 1600
years. The equilibrium is then restored
at a rate characteristic of the 22-year
half-life of Pb 210 and thus forms the
basis for an approximate indication of
age. For the application of the method,
measurements of the radioactive species
Ra22e and Pb 210 are required. In prac-

tice, the more sensitive measurement of
Po 210 is substituted for that of Pb 210
since, after a very few years, activity
concentrations of the two are virtually
equivalent.
In the previous work, two possible
interferences were suggested which can
lead to ambiguous radiochemical analyses of white lead-bearing paint. These
are the presence in the paint of (i) a
soluble sulfate, such as gypsum, which
can cause inadvertent and premature
precipitation of radium during analysis;
and (ii) an earth pigment, such as iron
ocher, which may be sufficiently naturally radioactive to mask the radioactivity from a lesser amount of white lead.

Certain refinements in the analytical
procedure can avoid these difficulties.
To eliminate the effects of any inadvertent loss of radium during analysis, I add
a small quantity (-0.005 p.c) of Bal33
as soon as a solution of the pigment is
obtained. Because of the chemical similarity of barium and radium, the Ba133 ,
which emits only gamma rays and lowenergy electrons, acts as a tracer for the
radium. By measuring the barium radioactivity in the sample finally prepared
for radium counting, a correction can
be made for the chemical yield of the
radium. By analyzing typical samples of
paint to which relatively large, known
quantities of radium have been added, I
confirmed the validity of this method
(2).

Briefly, the analytical procedure
consists of (i) removing lead as the sulfide (later weighed to determine lead
concentration in the sample), (ii) carrying barium and radium on a precipitate
of strontium carbonate, and, following
dissolution of the latter, (iii) carrying
barium and radium on a small quantity
(0.1 to 0.2 mg) of lead chromate (3).

Copyright© 1968 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science

The lead chromate is then prepared for
counting by transferring the slurry obtained directly to a membrane filter
cemented to a plastic holder (4).
To avoid possible interference from
natural radioactive impurities in a paint
sample, I selectively dissolve the
white lead in the sample. Expected
im 1:urities of this type consist of earth
pigments such as ochers, umbers, and
siennas. These are silica-clay mixtures
colored by metal oxides, chiefly of iron.
Hot 5N acetic acid dissolves the white
lead (and the Ra 226 and Po 210 present in
it) from a finely ground paint sample
without dissolving these impurities. I
tested the method by preparing synthetic oil paints of low white lead and
high yellow ocher content and analyzing
the mixture using schemes based upon
both selective and drastic (with nitric
acid) dissolution. The individual components of the mixture were also analyzed. While the radium and polonium
measurements obtained through drastic
dissolution iru:luded the radioactivity of
the ocher, those measurements resulting from selective dissolution gave values in good agreement with the analysis
of the pure white lead (5).
I applied the newer analytical methods to approximately 30 of the artists'
white lead samples previously analyzed
(I) and, in all but one or two cases,
obtained good agreement with the previous results. In no case was the basic
premise refuted, that is, that modem
lead contains Po 21° (as a measure of
Pb 210 ) in excess of Ra"" whereas old
lead does not.
In the hope that slightly more definitive dating might be obtained, particularly for 19th-century paintings, I applied the method to approximately 30
additional samples between 65 and 140
years old. The results of these analyses
were similar to those few previously obtained for this period (1).
A convenient means of depicting the
results as a function of age is represented in Fig. 1. The ordinate of the
graph is the quantity [1 - (Ra)/ (Po)],
where the symbols in the parentheses
represent the concentration of the radioactive species Ra226 or Po 210 per unit
mass of lead. This quantity is a function of age and "separation factor" and
is equal to

[1- (Ra)/(Po)]~O,andforthoseof
very low radjoactivity (7). The results
obtained for a few samples were not
plotted because the uncertainties led to
completely indeterminate values.
For older samples, the values for
[I - (Ra)/(Po)] tend to be more diverse
and fall below the solid line (drawn for
SF = 100). This indicates that the separation factors obtained for samples
older than 80 years are lower and, as
expected, exhibit greater uncertainties
than those obtained for more modem
material.
Based on the data obtained, a sample
of any given date may be assigned a

disintegration constant for Pb 210 , and t
is the time elapsed since the lead was
refined. This relationship is readily derived from the equation relating the
radioactivity of Pb 210 and Ra 226 given
previously (1).
In Fig. 1, the solid line represents
the calculated values of [ 1 - (Ra)/ (Po)]
for a separation factor of 100, which is
the approximate geometric mean (6) for
all samples less than 80 years old. The
circles represent the results obtained for
new as well as previously analyzed
samples. l]ncertainties are not indicated, although these become quite
large for the older samples, where

Table 1. Paintings of questioned authorship. dpm, Disintegrations per minute.
P<i"0 concentration Ra• concentration
(dpm/g'of Pb)
(dpm/g of Pb)

Description
Van Meegeren,* "Washing
of Feet," Vermeer style
Van Meegeren,* "Woman Reading
Music," Vermeer style
Van Meegeren,* "Woman Playing
Mandolin," Vermeer. style,
pigment sample
"Woman Playing Mandolin,"
ground and pigment sample
Van Meegeren,* "Woman
Drinking," Hals style
Van Meegeren, t "Disciples at
Emmaus," Vermeer style
Unknown,:!: "Boy Smoking,"
Hals style
Vermeer,§ "Lace-maker"
Vermeer,§ "Laughing Girl"

(1- (Ra)/(Po))

12.6 ± 0.7

0.26 ± O.Q7

0.98 ±0.01

10.3±1.2

.30 ± .08

.97± .01

8.2 ±03

.17± .10

.98 ± .02

7.4± 1.S

.SS± .17

.91± Jl3

8.3±1.2

.1 ± .1

.99± .01

8.S ± 1.4

.8 ± .3

.91 ± .04

4.8 ±0.6
l.S ± .3
S.2± .8

.31 ± .14
1.4 ± .2
6.0 ± .9

.94 ± .02
.07± .23
.1s ± .25

-

•Courtesy of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Dr. A. van Schendel, Director-General.
t Courtesy of the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam, Netherlands; Dr. J. C. Ebbinge
Wubben, Director.
:i: Courtesy of the Grtininger Museum, Grtiningen, Netherlands; Dr. A. Westen,
Director.
§ Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art, WashJnston, D.C.; Dr. 1. Walker, Director.
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Fig. 1. A "datiag_~e" for white lead. Circles.indicate values of [1 - (Ra)/(Po)] fur
samples of known age: Such values may be used to discern old and modem white lead
and might be used to discern white lead of the 20th century, 19th century, and 18th
century or earlier. SF, "Separation factor.•
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certain probability of exhibiting a value
for (1 - (Ra)/(Po)] within any defined
limit. The dashed and dotted lines in the
figure represent su<;_h limits for probabilities of 0.68 (1 standard deviation)
and 0.95 (2 standard deviations), respectively. These curves were constructed in the following manner.
I divided the samples into several
groups, each spanning approximately 20
years, beginning with the present. For
each group, I then calculated the mean
(and its standard deviation) of the
quantity (1 - (Ra)/(Po)] as it varies
over the time span of the group. For the
more modem samples, the arithmetic
mean of [1 - (Ra)/(Po)] was computed as if it were constant because of
the relative insensitivity of the value of
this quantity to the age of a modem
sample. For the groups of older samples, geometric means of the separation
factors were computed which, in tum,
were used to calculate means and standard deviations of [l - (Ra)/(Po)] as a
function of age for the appropriate time
spans. The dashed and dotted curves
shown in Fig. 1 were then drawn to
smoothly fit values obtained by adding
and subtracting one and two standard
deviations, respectively, from the mean
value for each group. For the portion of
the graph representing the period prior
to 1830, I used the mean separation
factor and its deviation for the period
1830 to 1850.
The utility of the method for distinguishing between "old" and "modem"
white lead is readily apparent from this
graph and essentially confirms the conclus~~ns reached previously (1). The
graph also shows, however, that the
method may supply further information.
For example, samples exhibiting values
for [l - (Ra)/(Po)] between approximately 0.4 and 0.8 would almost certainly date from the 19th century (any
uncertainties in such individual measurements being taken into ae<:ount).
I have applied the method to a number of paintings of questioned or questionable authenticity. Table 1 shows the
results of analyses of samples of paint
weighing 30 mg or more taken from
unimportant areas at the edges of the
paintings. The concentrations of Po 21 0
and Ra 226 are given in disintegrations
per minute per gram of lead, and the
computed values of (1 - (Ra)/(Po)] are
also given. The uncertainty shown in
each case is the standard deviation.
These values may be compared with
the curves in Fig. 1.
The story of the Van Meegeren paint·
ings, representing probably the most

spectacular series of forgeries of all limits are well below the concentrations
time, can be found elsewhere (8). As a of Ra 226 and Pb 210 activity found in the
result of a thorough investigation some respective samples (Table l); and, there20 years ago (8), international opinion fore, the results appear to be valid. It
generally holds that the first five paint· would, of course, be ideal if additional
ings listed here are indeed forgeries samples could be examined by the new
painted by Van Meegeren in the late method; but, unfortunately, obtaining
1930's and the early 1940's. There re- further samples of sufficient size from
main at this time, however, some per- these two paintings would be extremely
sons who still believe "Disciples at difficult.
Emmaus," "discovered" in 1937, to be
BERNARD K.EISCH
a genuine Vermeer. My results, how- Carnegie-Mellon University,
·ever, conclusively confirm that all of Mellon Institute,
these five paintings are modern and, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
hence, probably correctly attributed to
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